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5 THINGS LARGE EMPLOYERS
THINK ABOUT PRIVATE HEALTH

INSURANCE EXCHANGES

1
Confidence is shifting and
becoming polarized. More
employers are either “Not”
or “Very” interested. There’s
less middle ground.

3 Large employers are in no rush to move to a private exchange.

5 Large employers understand that they need help in evaluating
exchange vendors and many seek independent advice.

www.pacresbenefits.com

Timeline for moving ACTIVE employees (if interested in exchanges)

Generally speaking, how would your company evaluate the exchange vendors?

2Cost is still the driving factor for considering a move to
an exchange.

4There is a need for
transparency around
revenue sources
for the exchanges.

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Mature product with proven success to
manage cost and administrative capabilities.

Ability to maintain self-insured
status and self-manage risk.

Giving our employees more choice that
may better meet their coverage needs.

Administrative ease.

Cost savings opportunity. 81.5%
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How confident are you that private insurance exchanges 
will provide a viable alternative to your current methods of 

providing health coverage to active employees?

Which of the following reasons rank as most important in your company's decision to move to an exchange
(select up to 5)?

How would you assess your understanding of the revenue sources of exchanges, as well as the expected revenue level 
required to administer an exchange for your company?

Private Health Insurance Exchanges:
The Large Employer Perspective 2015

GET
THE

We would engage
our benefits consultant
to perform a 
comprehensive
evalutation even
if that consultant
sponsors an exchange

We would engage
an independent
consultant whose
firm does not
sponsor or own
an exchange

We would not perform
a comprehensive
evaluation but would
rely on our benefits
consultant to tell us
which exchange would
work for us

We would perform
the evaluation
primarily using
in-house sta�
including our 
procurement
o�ce

We have not
yet discussed
how we would
approach an
evaluation

http://www.pacresbenefits.com/private-health-insurance-exchanges-survey-2015

